[Multifactorial analysis in the prognostication of the incidence of recurrences, metastases and survival of patients with squamous cell cancer of the skin].
A retrospective analysis of the data on 116 cases of squamous cell carcinoma of the skin of the body and extremities was undertaken. Eight parameters were found to influence metastasis formation and five-year survival: extent of involvement according to TNM classification, background conditions of tumor development, duration of disease, rate of tumor growth, gross appearance of tumor, site, contour and histologic pattern of malignancy. Recurrence development was influenced by nine parameters including those mentioned above plus extent of surgery. Tables for calculating likelihood of metastasis and recurrence development and five-year survival are provided. Credibility assured by these tables is as high as 75.0% in prognosing relapse, 96.4% in prognosing metastases and 93.6% in determining five-year survival.